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Retailers Choice Award winner, 2012Strengthen the core of your life and faith on a year-long

journey with beloved Super Bowlâ€“winning former head coach Tony Dungy! The One Year

Uncommon Life Daily Challenge contains 365 reflections from the #1 New York Times bestselling

author on living an â€œuncommon lifeâ€• of integrity, honoring your family and friends, creating a life

of real significance and impact, and walking with the Lord. This year, step up to the challengeâ€•and

dare to be uncommon every day.
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The One Year Uncommon Life Daily Challenge focuses on seven themes: Core, Family, Friends,

Potential, Mission, Influence, and Faith. The devotions rotate through each of the seven themes and

each devotion stands on its own.Each day's reading begins with a passage of Scripture. Not just the

reference, but the entire verse or verses, already printed on the page. I love that!The devotion that

follows ties to the verse and the theme for the day, usually with a story from either family or athletic

life. Each day concludes with an Uncommon Key - a brief take away or action point based on the

day's reading.I found the devotions to be straightforward and easy to read. The devotional is geared

toward men (and I think that's great!) but I found the readings to be quite applicable to me as a mom

as well.While I like the book, I like the purpose behind the book even more. Coach Dungy is

challenging men - and women - to live Uncommon lives and the key to beginning that process is to

spend time with God. EVERY DAY.**I received a free copy of this book in exchange for my honest

review.



I have to admit, before I received this book I had no idea who Tony Dungy was! Come to find out, he

is a Super Bowl - winning coach! [Even I know what the Super Bowl is!]Not being sports minded,

however, I was a bit trepidatious at reviewing this book. I mean, what was this coach going to tell

me about life's daily challenges! I even said so to Texican, my dh, who usually reads everything I

do, but after I have reviewed it."Honey, give it a chance!" he coaxed me."Why don't you read it

then?" I asked. I thought perhaps he could read it, give me his thoughts on it, and then I could

simply re-write those thoughts as my own review. After all, that would be just as good, right?"Babe,

that wouldn't be very honest," he warned.So, I sat down one evening, wrapped in my favorite

afghan, with a cup of warm cocoa, and opened the book. 'I'll just give it a good skimming, and then

write the review from that,' I promised myself.Five and a half hours later, I finished the last page and

sat there stunned that I had read a daily devotional completely through without even taking a

break.Yes.... Tony Dungy is that good!Super Bowl-winning coach? Well, I can't say anything about

that, except that if this man coaches football anywhere near as excellent as he can coach Christians

into an 'Uncommon' walk in this life, there's no wonder his team has won such an honor!I've used

daily devotional's before, mostly as a guide when I was feeling lazy about coordinating my personal

Bible study time. But this book is something that will lead you along paths of walking a different life

than the world about you. An Uncommon Life!. This is one devotional that will be used again, and

again, and again!I highly recommend The One Year Uncommon Life Daily Challenge to readers of

all ages! There are daily scriptures, followed by Coach Dungy's words of encouragement, and

closing each day with an Uncommon Key, to help you walk each day in an Uncommon way!I give

this book Five Stars and my Thumbs Up award!

An exceptional book of daily devotions for anyone but specially for men. Tony Dungy has a way of

sharing his faith that is real and offers advice that is followable. This book is appropriate regardless

of where you are on your faith journey.

I'm always on the hunt for a good devotional. There's all kinds of them out there. Ones where they

want you journaling your thoughts and prayers. Ones that you do together with your spouse, sister,

child....small groups. I've tried them all. First of all, I plain stink at journaling. It's just not how I

process things. I always promise to give them a shot, but ultimately never follow through with using

them daily, weekly...or monthly for that matter.So, when I open up The One Year Uncommon Life

Daily Challenge by Tony Dungy and Nathan Whitaker, I expected just these sorts of things. I



expected them to ask me to do what's "uncommon" to me. In actuality, it's like most conventional

devotionals. You have a small devotion for each day of the year with a small question or thought

(uncommon key) to follow through on for the day. What I haven't gotten from previous devotions, I

have gotten from this one. Thought provoking questions that have me put to action biblical teaching

and personal convictions.Not a football fan like I am? That's okay....seriously. Tony Dungy may talk

about team dynamics or use sports analogies, but he gets down to the core issues and is easy to

understand. Tony is someone I have admired for years for his bold faith. I think he's just as bold

about it in this book.What I'm finding and reminded of daily is God's timing of when I need to hear

things. It seems like each day I moved onto was written just for me. I think God is really trying to

teach me and my little family patience. And patience isn't always the most fun place to be. I'm

learning that I can't do it all, I've got to let Him be a part of it. So the verse that's always in my head

is Jeremiah 29:11 "For I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and

not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future." Six days into this devotional, I was met with

this same verse. Here's what this day's devotion had to say, "How would you live differently if you

really believed that God had intentionally designed you to impact others? What steps of faith would

you take if you knew He already planned them? What would you attempt if you were fully convinced

He was backing you? Would you set out to accomplish big things in your community? would you

walk into local schools with a sense of mission? What impossible problems would suddenly seem

possible to deal with? The fact is that when you believe you were designed for a purpose, you will

live with a purpose." This shook me to the core. How was I living my life? Was I truly living a live of

purpose or taking steps of faith? Or was I too scared and lacking faith? Question after question

began pouring out of me. I knew I seriously had some thinking to do, that was going to require a

change in how I chose to live my life. That I was going to have to be "uncommon." All from a

devotional that took me literally two minutes...maybe, to read.To say that I would recommend this

devotional is an understatement. It's one a few great ones I've seen out there
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